One of the most enticingly adorable cubs you've ever seen stands before you, his name being Lucien. At least, the 180 cm, 45 kg river otter seems to probably be male, though his age and feminine fashion choices make him highly androgynous and debatably a girl to at least a few. His fur colorations are typical for a  lutrine anthro: moderate brown most places, and a pale creamy brown down the front.

His lush hair is dark brown, extends to the end of his neck, is straight, and is exquisitely groomed and maintained as if he were some sort of model. Affixed to his hair on one side near an ear is a pretty yellow flower piece. His face conveys abject innocence and youthfulness as he surveys his surroundings with his  bright and energetic sky blue eyes. His facial features and his general figure convey he maybe is 12 at the oldest.

His clothing is revealing enough to very nicely display his lithe and athletic frame, but substantial enough to not broadcast his genital size or that he's a total slut. A glossy turquoise elastic crop top clings to his slender and toned upper torso, the hemline being at about where his rib cage ends. Over that is a short-sleeve hot pink velvet shirt/jacket with very plush faux fur lining the cuffs and collar and hemline, the latter of which ends barely any lower than the shirt underneath. His pale-furred midriff is fully visible and enticingly firm and flat, the preteen cub likely much exerting himself in different ways to maintain those washboard abs. Over his forearms are glittery hot pink arm warmers. On each of his wrists is a bracelet made of plastic beads of the colors of the rainbow.

A silky circle skirt surrounds his boyish but slightly curved hips and descends about 40% of the length of his upper legs, the coloration being leopard rosettes surrounded by brilliant white. A lutrine tail roughly half the length of his body sticks out under the back of the skirt, causing him to inadvertently (or maybe occasionally deliberately) flash people his panties when he is excited and his tail rises and sways to and fro. Adorning his lower legs are warmers of the same material and appearance as those on his arms, and below them are anklets which match precisely the bracelets. From approximately mid-thighs to somewhat below the knee, he is devoid of clothing, his physique there just as trim and exercised as his tummy. What he is wearing underneath cannot be discerned from casual watching, but there's no reason to think he's wearing anything besides panties. Likewise, the size of his testicles, and the size and type of his cock, are not knowable. The saying, "Big things come in small packages." may very well apply to the very femmy otterboi given how blessed he is in every other regard.

His accessories are quite noteworthy as well and reinforce the aura of innocence, youthfulness, and femininity. Resting against one of his hips is a small but roomy purse. The color is creme white, and it is accentuated by a row of radiant rhinestones of each color of the rainbow. As if he wasn't adorable enough, he carries with him a raccoon plushie about 40 cm in length, sometimes holding or snuggling it with both paws and sometimes pressing it against him with one arm while he does some task. Surely a cub this unmitigatedly adorable and alluring has a mate or does some sort of modeling or both. 

